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Adaptive liquid microlenses activated by stimuliresponsive hydrogels
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Despite its compactness, the human eye can easily focus on
different distances by adjusting the shape of its lens with the
help of ciliary muscles1. In contrast, traditional man-made optical
systems achieve focusing by physical displacement of the lenses
used. But in recent years, advances in miniaturization technology
have led to optical systems that no longer require complicated
mechanical systems to tune and adjust optical performance. These
systems have found wide use in photonics, displays and biomedical systems. They are either based on arrays of microlenses with
fixed focal lengths2–5, or use external control to adjust the microlens focal length6–12. An intriguing example is the tunable liquid
lens, where electrowetting or external pressure manipulates the
shape of a liquid droplet and thereby adjusts its optical properties.
Here we demonstrate a liquid lens system that allows for autonomous focusing. The central component is a stimuli-responsive
hydrogel13 integrated into a microfluidic system and serving as the
container for a liquid droplet, with the hydrogel simultaneously
sensing the presence of stimuli and actuating adjustments to the
shape—and hence focal length—of the droplet. By working at the
micrometre scale where ionic diffusion and surface tension scale
favourably14, we can use pinned liquid–liquid interfaces to obtain
stable devices and realize response times of ten to a few tens of
seconds. The microlenses, which can have a focal length ranging
from 21 to 11 (divergent and convergent), are also readily
integrated into arrays that may find use in applications such as
sensing, medical diagnostics and lab-on-a-chip technologies15–19.
In our system, we use the meniscus between water and oil as an
optical lens and adjust its focal length by changing the curvature of
this meniscus (Supplementary Video 1). The basic design (Fig. 1)
consists of a stimuli-responsive hydrogel ring placed within a
microfluidic channel system, and sandwiched between a glass plate
and an aperture slip, the latter with an opening centred over the ring.
The microchannels are filled with water, and oil is placed on top of
this structure and capped with a glass cover slip (Methods). The
sidewall and bottom surface of the aperture (‘ca’ in Fig. 1b) are
hydrophilic and the top surface (‘ts’ in Fig. 1b) is hydrophobic, which
ensures that the water–oil meniscus is pinned along the hydrophobic–hydrophilic contact line ‘ca–ts’ (that is, the top edge of the
aperture opening). When exposed to an appropriate stimulus (which
could be pH20, temperature20, light21,22, an electric field23, antigens24,
and so on), the hydrogel ring underneath the aperture opening
responds by expanding or shrinking, owing to the absorption or
release of water via the hydrogel network interstitials13; this leads to a
change in the volume of the water droplet located in the middle of the
ring. The net volume changes—the change in the volume enclosed by
the ring, and the change in water droplet volume—cause a change in
the pressure difference P across the water–oil interface, with P
directly determining the geometry of the liquid meniscus. Because
the contact line of the meniscus is pinned and stationary, volume
1

changes are translated into a change in curvature and hence angle v
(Fig. 1b), which determines the focal length of the microlens. Angle v
may attain any value in the interval 2(908 2 v b) # v # v a by
varying P (Supplementary Information), where v a and v b are the
water contact angles on the ‘ts’ and ‘ca’ surfaces, respectively.
Here we use three hydrogels to produce the ‘smart’ attribute of the
microlens, namely NIPAAm, a temperature-sensitive hydrogel, and
AA and DMAEMA, which are pH-sensitive hydrogels (see Methods
for details).
We first demonstrate the ‘smart liquid microlens’ concept with
the temperature-sensitive NIPAAm hydrogel that expands at low
temperatures and contracts at high temperatures, with a volume
transition temperature of approximately 32 8C (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Information; see Methods for details on device fabrication). In this system, a polymer jacket placed around the hydrogel
ring physically restricts the latter’s movement so that it expands and
contracts only at its inside periphery (Fig. 2b, c). At low temperatures, the liquid meniscus grows because the volume increase of the
hydrogel upon expansion is larger than the volume of water lost from
the ring due to absorption by the hydrogel; at high temperatures, the

Figure 1 | Smart microlens using a pinned liquid–liquid interface. a, The
water–oil interface forms the liquid microlens. The microchannels allow the
flow of fluids to the microlens structure. b, Smart variable-focus mechanism.
The hydrophilic sidewall and bottom surface (‘ca’) and hydrophobic top
surface (‘ts’) of the aperture pin the water–oil meniscus along the contact
line ‘ca-ts’. The expansion and contraction of the hydrogel regulates the
shape of the liquid meniscus by changing the angle v of the pinned water–oil
interface. The blue dashed lines show the expanded state of the hydrogel ring
(‘Ih’) and the corresponding divergent microlens (‘Im’) at v ¼ v a. The red
dashed lines show the contracted state of the hydrogel ring (‘IIh’) and the
corresponding convergent microlens (‘IIm’) at v ¼ 2(908 2 v b). c–f, The
shape of the liquid microlens varies with local environmental temperature.
Scale bars, 1.0 mm.
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Figure 2 | A smart temperature-sensitive liquid microlens using NIPAAm
hydrogel. NIPAAm, N-isopropylacrylamide; IBA, isobornyl acrylate; see
Methods for details. a, An optical image of the device. Scale bar, 2.0 mm.
b, c, The contracted (b) and expanded (c) states of the hydrogel ring. The
dashed lines show the boundaries of the inside periphery of the hydrogel
ring at two temperature states. Scale bars, 500 mm. d, The focal length of the
microlens as a function of temperature. The microlens is divergent between
23 8C (focal length ¼ 211.7 mm) and 33 8C (focal length approaches 21).
Between 33 8C and 47 8C, the microlens becomes convergent with a positive
focal length from þ1 to 22.8 mm. Error bars, ^s.d.

liquid meniscus retreats because the water release accompanying
hydrogel shrinkage is unable to compensate for the decrease in
physical volume of the hydrogel ring (see Supplementary Fig. S1).
The difference between the physical volume change of the hydrogel
and the volume change in water outside the hydrogel is probably due
to the different amount and structure of bound and free water within
a swollen and collapsed hydrogel25. Figure 2d shows how the microlens adjusts its focal length from several millimetres to infinity in
both positive and negative regimes as the temperature varies. For
characterization only, an external heater is used here to change the
local environmental temperature. A response time of 20–25 s is
observed for the device; this refers to the time from turning on the
heater to a visual change in the shape of the liquid meniscus
(including 10–15 s of heater ramp and stabilization time).
Our second smart liquid microlens is fabricated using the pH-sensitive AA hydrogel, which expands in basic solutions and contracts in
acidic solutions with a volume transition point at pH 5.5 (Fig. 3 and
Supplementary Information; see Methods for device fabrication). In
this system, the volume of the hydrogel ring is regulated by exposing
its outside periphery to various pH buffers flowing through the
microchannel (Fig. 3b, c). This effect ensures that as the buffer
solution’s pH value increases, the meniscus bulges upward and
thereby decreases the focal length of the microlens (Fig. 3d; also see
Supplementary Fig. S2). This observation indicates that the ring
expansion and decrease in the volume enclosed inside the ring
exceeds the decrease in water volume due to the absorption of the
droplet by the surrounding hydrogel ring. The response time of the
pH-sensitive microlens is approximately 12 s, as judged by exposing
the hydrogel ring to the desired pH buffers and measuring the time
interval until a visual change in the shape of the liquid meniscus is
observable. Figure 3e illustrates the ability to focus on objects at
552

Figure 3 | A smart pH-sensitive liquid microlens using AA hydrogel. AA,
acrylic acid; see Methods for details. a, An optical image of the device. Scale
bar, 1.0 mm. b, The contracted state of the hydrogel ring at pH 2.0. Scale bar,
500 mm. c, The expanded state of the hydrogel ring at pH 12.0, where the red
and black dashed lines represent the boundaries of the inside and outside
periphery of the hydrogel ring, respectively. Scale bar, 500 mm. d, The focal
length of the microlens as a function of pH. Error bars, ^s.d. e, ‘Smart’
focusing of two objects (a ball connected to a pillar and a needle tip separated
by 1.38 cm). At pH 2.0, both objects are out of focus (not shown). The top
row optical images show (left to right): the needle tip is focused at pH 4.0; the
focus point falls somewhere between the two objects at pH 6.0; and the ball is
focused at pH 10.0. The bottom row shows the corresponding optical images
of the liquid droplet itself.

different distances: the microlens device is focused on a needle tip
when using a buffer solution with pH 4.0, and subsequently on a ball
when changing the buffer pH to 10.0.
Inspired by insect (for example, Drosophila) compound eyes,
where each repeating ommatidium26 is responsible for one area in
space and can progressively turn on and off as an object moves across
the visual field of the eye, we extend the single liquid microlens to a
microlens array. As a first step, we integrate two liquid microlenses in
one microchannel to dynamically monitor two areas (Fig. 4 and
Supplementary Information; see Methods for device fabrication).
These two microlenses have identical structures, but are fabricated
from two pH-sensitive hydrogels with opposite responses to pH
changes: the AA hydrogel used already for the one-lens system
expands at high pH and contracts at low pH, whereas DMAEMA
hydrogel expands at low pH and contracts at high pH with a volume
transition point of about pH 7.0. When replacing an initial high-pH
buffer with a low-pH buffer, the liquid meniscus of the DMAEMA
hydrogel-based microlens A gradually bulges up to move the focal
plane closer to the aperture, while the AA hydrogel-based microlens
B exhibits the opposite effect and moves the focal plane further away
from the aperture (Fig. 4a–d and Supplementary Video 2). The object
planes of microlenses A and B thus move through space perpendicular to the aperture as the focal lengths gradually change (Fig. 4e). In
the array, each microlens provides information about one designated
area. In this regard, the array mimics compound eyes where different
unit eyes monitor different areas26; but the individual liquid microlenses within our array have in addition variable-focus ability and can
in principle be designed to respond to different stimuli.
The present hydrogel-based microlens system is relatively simple
and highly adaptable, particularly as appropriate modifications to the
fabrication procedure (for example, controlling photo-definability,
crosslinking density, and porosity) should make it possible to
incorporate some of the many other hydrogels20–24 that respond,
for example, to light, electric fields and antigens. This should make it
possible to incorporate microlenses controlled by different hydrogels
into functionally complex arrays, which might then find use as
physical, biological or chemical sensors that are capable of sensing
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Figure 4 | Combination of two smart pH-sensitive liquid microlenses to
monitor two areas in space. a–d, Optical images of the operation of the
two-pixel pH-sensitive liquid microlens array, showing snapshots at
indicated times. Left, microlens A, 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate
(DMAEMA); right, microlens B, AA. Scale bars, 500 mm. e, Conceptual
diagram showing the monitoring of different areas in space by lenses A and
B. The blue lines represent the image planes. The red and black curves
represent the oil–water interfaces of the two microlenses at two pH values, n
and m, respectively. For microlens A, the focal point changes from fn (red
point) to fm (black point) and the object plane moves from On (red line) to
Om (black line), as the pH value of its surrounding fluid changes from n to m.
0
0
and O n0 to O m
) when
Microlens B exhibits opposite effects (fn 0 to f m
simultaneously exposed to this same local environmental fluid.

multiple environmental parameters and generating optical outputs
or visible images that are simple to read. The versatility of this system,
together with the simple and direct sensing and read-out mechanisms, also mean that the hydrophobic–hydrophilic boundary interface at the ‘heart’ of the device can contain an aperture opening of an
arbitrary shape (see Supplementary Fig. S3 for a cylindrical liquid
microlens with a rectangular aperture). Moreover, the interface can
be realized with a variety of substrates (for example, glass or
polymers), with no strict geometrical substrate requirements. This
should allow the fabrication of three-dimensional microlens arrays
on flexible polymer substrates27, and thus the achievement of larger
fields of view (see Supplementary Fig. S4 for a liquid microlens array
on a curved surface).
A number of alternative microlens technologies allow for simple
and cheap fabrication of small devices with fast response times (in the
millisecond regime). The present hydrogel-based systems are much
slower, but further miniaturization of the hydrogel structures28
should improve the response times at least somewhat. Nonetheless,
a unique feature of these systems is that they do not require
complicated external control systems; instead, the microlenses can
autonomously respond to changes intrinsic to a liquid sample being
studied and provide visible output signals. Another attractive feature
is that these microlenses can be readily integrated with existing
electronic and opto-electronic systems (for example, simple planar
electrodes can be used to precisely modulate the volumetric changes of
an electrically responsive hydrogel29), with lens fabrication by in situ
liquid-phase photopolymerization28 facilitating the integration with
existing microfluidic components30. It should therefore be not
too difficult to produce functionally complex yet relatively simple
systems—for example, diagnostic or lab-on-a-chip applications.

the weight ratio of 4.054:29.286:0.334:1.0. The DMAEMA pH-sensitive hydrogel pre-polymer mixture consists of 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate
(DMAEMA), HEMA, EGDMA and DMPA in the weight ratio of
5.718:27.627:0.467:1.0. The microchannels and aperture slips of all devices,
and the polymer jacket in Fig. 2, are made by photopatterning a non-responsive
prepolymer mixture (called poly(IBA)) consisting of isobornyl acrylate (IBA),
tetraethylene glycol dimethacrylate and DMPA in the weight ratio of
31.66:1.66:1.0.
Fabrication of devices. The devices in Figs 2–4 are fabricated by using liquidphase photopolymerization (LP3) based on ultraviolet (UV) photolithography28.
The fabrication starts with a 250-mm-thick polycarbonate cartridge (HybriWells,
Grace Bio-Labs) that is filled with the poly(IBA) prepolymer mixture. An
aperture is formed inside the cartridge via direct photopatterning of the mixture
through a photomask aligned on top of the cartridge (UV intensity
I UV,poly(IBA) ¼ 7.7 mW cm22; exposure time t UV,poly(IBA) ¼ 24 s). The cartridge’s
thin liner is peeled off, leaving one side of the photopatterned poly(IBA) slip
exposed to the ambient air. 100% ethanol is used to remove the unpolymerized
pre-polymer. To make the poly(IBA) sidewall of the aperture hydrophilic,
oxygen plasma treatment is carried out using a reactive ion etching system
(Technics Micro-RIE series 800-IIC; power supply 70 W at 13.56 MHz; oxygen
flow rate 3.0 cm3 STP min21; gas pressure 107 mtorr; treatment time 40 s). Next,
a cavity is formed by adhering the treated surface of the poly(IBA) slip to the
glass substrate surface using double-sided adhesive spacer tapes along the edge of
the slip. The cavity height is determined by the thickness of the adhesive tapes
(750 mm and 250 mm for the microlenses in Fig. 2 and Figs 3–4, respectively). The
poly(IBA) microchannels and jackets are constructed inside the cavity by using a
sequential step-and-repeat LP3 process (I UV,poly(IBA) ¼ 8.5 mW cm22 and
t UV,poly(IBA) ¼ 34.5 s). The polycarbonate cartridge cover is finally peeled off
of the poly(IBA) aperture slip, which now serves as the top slip of the
microchannels.
The NIPAAm hydrogel ring (Fig. 2) and AA hydrogel ring (Figs 3–4) are
constructed by photopatterning the corresponding aforementioned hydrogel
liquid prepolymer mixtures. The photolithography conditions are: I UV;NIPAAm ¼
12:5 mW cm22 and t UV,NIPAAm ¼ 8.5 s; I UV,AA ¼ 10 mW cm 22 and
t UV;AA ¼ 45:3 s. Next, the DMAEMA hydrogel ring (Fig. 4), which has an
identical structure to its neighbouring AA hydrogel ring, is fabricated in the
same microchannel as the AA hydrogel ring using the sequential step-and-repeat
LP3 process (I UV,DMAEMA ¼ 19.0 mW cm22 and t UV,DMAEMA ¼ 50 s). The topside surface of the aperture slip is rendered hydrophobic by manually coating it
with an octadecyltrichlorosilane solution diluted by hexadecane (0.2 vol.%). A
liquid meniscus is initially formed by manually loading water into the hydrogel
ring through the aperture. The initial curvature of the meniscus depends on the
amount of the loaded water. To store the oil on top of the water, a pre-fabricated
fence made of polydimethylsiloxane elastomer is adhered to the aperture slip.
The fence is then capped by a 100-mm-thick glass cover slip.
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